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Motion made
to censure
Spiegel

Vuba •Indents practice In the pool al the Physical Education Building.
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Local phone rates to jump
By DAVE YETTER
Guardian Staff Writer
Effective November 19. the
Wright
State
University
telephone service will be converted to the newly imposed, measured service in which all outgoing local calls will be charged 9
cents.
WSU Purchaser R. Donald Bvll
said !n conjunction with tne
charge for loca! calls the new
system will lower the existing
ainount of 515.54 per station a
month to approximately $'0.95.
"Under the new system," Bell
Slid, "whoever uses the phone
the most wil! pa> for H."
Because
the break even
allowance. Bel. said iadi sU'.ioo
will be allowed approximately 51
free calls o month for each line,
and still be within the monthly
cfcarge they are now expe-iencl"8
' 'The number of lines you have
wiii determine the number of
free calls you will receive," Bell
raid, adding, "if an office has
three available Iroei they would
!»e abir to make 153 calls a
month before the rate goes into
effect."
Richard Adkinson, service coiiscltant for Ohio Bell, slid that
the program has been put into
effect becausc of the unfair
Advantages of some companies
who ose the phone service to a
i'-rjch larger extent <han otheis.
"Right now we have a situation woeie the person who uses

the phone only a small period of
time h*s to pay the same amount
as the one who uses it a l o t . "
Adkinson said. "Those who use
the product will pay for it."
Bell said that budget managers
are er.couraged to check their
monthly reports to discourage
use for those stations that may
be making an e.vcessivc number
of telephone c/.iX
"There should be enough stations making only a few calls to
offset, at least in part, those

stations which must, of necessity. make more tha,i 5 1 , " he
commented.
Bell suggested three »ays in
which people might wish to
consider to obtain t i l j most
effective use of the system while
getting the greatest value.
" M a k e outgoing calls only
when they are absolutely essential. get the most out of each
necessary business call, and
avoid unnecessary calls such as
those to friends." he said.

Med accreditation begins
Bj SUSAN OPr
i i n t n l l u Staff Wrlti t
Annual accreditation began
yi-sterdiy for Wrignt State's
Sch.
the accreditation evaluation will
determine the number of students permitted to enroll the next
school year.
ACCORDING TO Dr. David
Buzzard, coordinator of publU
information for the School of
Medicine, the accrcdiation will
be conducted by the Liason
committee for Medical Educatioa. which accredits all medical
schools in the nation.
"They will talk to many of the
faculty, hospital administrators
where our stuclents are interning,
look at our planned curriculum,
and facilities," said Buzzard.
" I n a couple of months they

will send MeJ School Dean
(John) Beijan a letter and tell
him how many students we can
have next yea'." he ."dded.
THE SCHOOL OF Medicine
received provisional accreditation
in January of 1976 and 32
students were allowed to enroll
the first school year. The number
was increased to 48 this year.
Buzzard indicated "the Dean
would be happy with 64 students" for the upcoming year.
The School of Medicine will
continue receiving a provisional
accrediation evaluation annually
until the first class graduates in
1980.
AFTER THE first class graduates. Buzzard said medical
schools "customarily" receive
full accrediation and receive
evaluations every two to seven
years instead of annually.

By SHELLEY WYSONG
Guardian Staff Writer
In yesterday's quarterly faculty
meeting a motion » as brought to
the floor by Robert Haber.
associate professor of mathematics. favoring a faculty censure of
Executive Vice-President, Provost and Treasurer, Andrew P.
Spiegel for "arrogant and arbitrary" actions in his handling of
the questioning of preferential
treatment of administrators in
regard to parking.
Discussion of Haber's motion
was voted upon by secret ballot
by request of Haber. A majority
favored entertaining the motion.
In formally stating his motion
Haber criticized Spiegel for
responding to the questioning of
reduced parking fees for " A "
spaces by attempting to enlarge
that privilege even further to
receiving the " A " spaces without anv fees as a fringe benefit.
"SUCH ACTION is arrogant
and arbitrary," said Haber and
moved that the Provost be
censured by the faculty.
Economics professor John
Tracey pointed out the gravity of
aformal censure of the provost by
the faculty and requested a
quorum count.
The number required for a
quorum not bein/ present,
discussion was halted on the
issue and no formal action was
taken.
A resolution by Associate
Professor of mathematics Robert
Silverman requesting that students and faculty participate in
the formation of obscenity

r

I

guidelines in open .hearings held
by the drafting committee was
adopted by better than a two to
one margin.
THE RESOLUTION by Silverman was proposed as a substitute mo'ion for a four part motion
bv the Wright State University
chapter of Jhe American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) to ammend the obscenity
guidelines as set forth in Provost's Memorandum 77-15 of
September 19.
Spiegel distributed a revised
version of the obscenity guidelines to which a clause was added
stating that the guidelines ate
not applicable to academic
research or class room instruction.
JACOB DORN, vice-president
of the faculty, delegated the
respor. ..'bility of forwarding the
faculty action on obscenity
guidelines to the Board of
Trustees to Vice-President elect
Josepy Castellane.
In the President's report by
Robert J. Kegeireis, University
president and faculty president.
Kegerreis touched briefly on the
parking issue by saying that it
was one which will probably
occupy as well into the next
century.
Kegerreis pointed out that if
anything the number of parking
spaces is going to diminish as
construction begins on planned
buiiding additions to WSU.
" A S A RESULT, the importance of " K " lot (I hope that's
not named for me) will
increase," said Kegerreis.

Wednesday
weather

^

Showers likely Wednesday and Wednesday night. Highs
Wednesday in the 50s and lows Wednesday night in the 30s.
Partly cloudy with a chance of showers Thursday. Highs in the mid
to upper 40s.

solar energy discussion
The Miami Vslley Alternative Energy Association is sponsoring
a meeting tonight to discuss solar energy with interested persons.
Dr. George Strickford will speak at 7:30 p.m. on passive solar
energy design in room 109 Oelman Hall.

v.
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Sadat-Begin talks in offing
By l otted Pre** International
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat said today his proposed
trip to Israel is "a holy job" and
he will make it as soon as
possible after receiving an
official Israeli invitation through
the United States. He said he
would not fear for his safety in
Israel.
But he emphasized he will be
speaking for Egypt only and not
for other Arabs when he addresses the Israeli parliament, the
Knesset, and the aim of the visit
will be to explain his views and
not to negotiate any agreement.
Sadat spoke as Isreali Premier
Menahem Begin took the first
steps toward inviting Sadat,
summoning the U.S. envoy to
Israel to discuss the relaying of a
formal invitation to the Egyptian
leader. He said he would address

the parliament later Tuesday on
the proposed Sadat visit.
THE EGYPTIAN president
told a 14-member delegation
from the U.S. House of Representatives he views the visit as
part of preparations for a
reconvened Arab-Israeli peace
conference at Geneva.
" I consider the visit a holy
job," Sadat said. "We must do
impossible to break the vicious
circle in which Arabs and Israelis
have been moving for 30 years.
This is for the sake of our future
generations. Hence the holiness
of the mission. If I do not try to
break this vicious circle, God will
bring me to account, and so will
future generations."
Asked whether he would fear
for his perso- al safety in Israel.
Sadat snapp< J. "Never!"
HE SAI J " Whenever the

invitation arrives I shall be ready
to go because we should not lose
time on procedural arrangements
for the Geneva conference."
Israeli Premier Begin said
Monday he would send a formal,
written invitation to Sadat
through the American ambassadors in Israel and Egypt.
Begin Monday welcomed
Sadat's offer to visit Israel for
peace talks and said he would
greet the Egyptian leader at the
airport.
TODAY, HE summoned the
U.S. ambassador to discuss
relaying a formal invitation to
Sadat. Both leaders said they
would rely on the United States
to convey such a request, since
the two countries are still
technically at war and do not
have diplomat relations.

Derns oppose abatement bill
COLUMBUS. OH (UP1)—Majority Democrats in the Ohio Senate
dug in their heels Tuesday
against proposed tax abatement
for industries and decided to
make a major llth-hour change
in collective bargaining legislation. perhaps eliminating the
right-to-strike for public safety
forces.

share
the

news

The net result is that the
General Assembly, which planned only a three-day session this
week, will probably be back next
week to complete its November
meeting.
Prime action took place behind
closed doors in the Democratic
caucus, where a number of
senators expressed vocal resistance io a plan to grant reduction
in the tangible personal property
tax for companies modernizing
and expanding their plants.
THE HOUSE-passed proposal
will be taken up Wednesday
morning in the Senate Ways and
Means Committee. A final
decision on the form of a bill, or
whether there will be one at all.
may be made later this week.
Although a conference committee report has already been
approved on collective bargaining for public employees, the
prime sponsor. Sen. Harry

Meshel (D-Youngstown), emerged from the caucus intent on
making some last minute
changes.
Meshel said the conferenci
committee would
convene
Wednesday morning to revise
the report and hopefully submit
it to the Senate and House
memberships later this week.
Meshel would say nothing more
than that he plans to "change
the treatment of public safety
forces.''
HOWEVER, nourcea said a
move is afoot to remove the
provision giving police officers,
firefighters, hospital personnel
and other health and safety
employees the righ* to strike.
The reason given for the
change was an atmosphere
against a strike clause which
might endanger approval of the
report by the veto-proof margin.

School opens after flood
TOCCOA. Ga (UPD—Toccoa
iVn»wi
enter 7 L yle St*eg Falls College, where 38 persons
brings you alt- the si.ores ot your '' were killed last week *nen en
I,norne le."ps • He'll rnliyouall
earthen dam burst, reopened
the other <ii> to the mioiite new ':today witii most of its 450
hdliimni'W
inortY students in attendance.
Kenn Opperman
ICQ Sft.w; the&ffei rfrMLn***President
•• said electricity had been restored
Kriti
'•
for the small Bible college but
there were minor sewage pioblema. Students whose housing
wa» **:stroyed in the disaster
-foBouj the leocte/
• were >etng put up in mobile
homes.
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He noted a " t r e m e m d o u s
spirit and enthusiasm" among
the students who returned to the
campus Monday.
THE U.S. ARMY Corps of
Engineers, meanwhile, announced it would hold a public meeting
here Thursday night on what
caused the Kelly Barnes dam to
burst and seTd * wall of water
smashing through the campus.
Persons with knowledge of the
dam weie asked to attend the
meeting.
SSSSSSSPvSSSSSS
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Durer, Lautrec, Renoir,
Whistler,
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The World

f r o m United Press I n t e r n a t i o n a l

Gas greets Shah
WASHINGTON (UPI>— Police tear-gassed angry your-g Iranian
demonstrators outside the White House Tuesday at President
Carter, weeping from the fumes, welcomed Iran s Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi for talks on weapons and oil.
THE MASKED, STICK-WIELDING opponents of the shah broke
through lines of mounted police on the grassy Ellipse behind the
White House and attacked a nearby group of Shah supporters as
the greeting music and cannot salute died down.
On the White House lawn. Carter winced and tears rolled down
his cheeks from the gas. He welcomed the shah as "a longtime
friend of our country."
The Shah, denying that torture exists in hts country, had
described his voctterous opponent in this country as "Marxists. '
SHOUTING "DOWN WITH THE S H A H , " more than 1.000
opponents had demonstrated loudly but peacefully since before
dawn on the Ellipse and in Lafayette Square on the other side of
the White House.
But when the Iranian ruler arrived by limousine instead of by
helicopter as planned, the anti-Shah demonstrators on the Ellipse
broke through protective police lines and attacked quieter and
older Shah supporters with sticks.
Police waded in ar.d broke up the fighting.

Biko 'went berserk'
PRETORIA. South Africa (1,'PI)—A South African police officer
testified Tuesday that Steve Biko went "absolutely berserk" and
hit the back of his head against a wall in a fight with South African
police interrogators last month.
Maj. Harold Snyman said at the resumed inquest into the black
leader's death that it took five men to pin him to the floor and
shackle him with leg irons and handcuffs.
An attorney for Biko's family said Anyman had "smeared" the
memory of the 30-year-old activist, who died in a Pretoria prison
cell Sept. 12 of sever brain damage five days after the
interrogation room skirmish.
"IT MUST HAVE BEEN a terrible blow, because at that stage
there were five of us on him." Snyman said.
Snyman led the five-man interrogation team that questioned
Biko in Port Elizabeth security police headquarters on Sept. 6 and
7. Answering questions from Sydney Kentridge. leading the
three-man legal team representing the Biko family. Snyman
demostrated ho>v Biko eventually was subdued.
SNYMAN SAID BIKO "was absolutely berserk" on the morning
of Sept. 7 after being confronted with "facts" about the production
of a revolutionary pamphlet aid flung a chair at the major.

Want a newspaper?
CINCINNATI (UPD—Hustler Magazine publisher Larry Flynt
offered Tuesday to arrange financing for "any reputable group of
Cincinnatians interested in buying the Cincinnati Post.
FLYNT SAID HE !S interested only in a pledge of stock, not'
editorijl control of the newspaper, "so that I can recover some of
my investment if they can't make the paper go
But Post Editor William R. Burleigh repeated the p a p e r ' s
position that the Post is not for sale "to Larry Flynt or anybody
else."
THH I'OS T and the Cincinnati Enquirer recently agreed to a
paytial merger of operations as a cost-cutting measure, under the
Newspaper Preservation Act. The business and printing
departments of the papers would join, while the editorial staff?
would remain separate.

Mucha, Picasso

Rouault, Photography, Japanese,
ALL ORIGINAL

Tomlinson Collection
Creative Arts Center Nov. 16
10am-7pm
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tt's e n o u g h to make you throw in the towel.
Pay laundry bills with part of what you
can earn monthly by donating plasma

(•» plasma alliance

165 Helena it.

224-1973
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Woman's Action Collective sponsorsfestival
By R.L. METCAIf
Guardian Staff Writer
The second day of the Women's Action Collective's Celebration of Diana will take place at
Wright State today. The two-day
program, part of Women's Cultural Days, is aimed at health and
physical issues, as represented
by the goddess Diana.
THE CELEBRATION of Athena. focusing on education of

women and working women, will
be held in winter quarter. Spring
quarter will focus on art and
culture with the Celebration of
Isis.
These programs were combined last year in Women's Cultural
Week, held last spring.
Margol Romer-Jordan of the
Women's Action Collective said
that the breaking down of the
week into three two-day programs allowed interest to be

focused on each aspect of women's issues.
"WE'RE HOPING to interest
people in our group through the
celebration."
Romer-Jordan
said. " W e ' d like to draw more
attention to ourselves as a means
of drawing more energy."
Tuesday's activities included
discussions on assertiveness
training, self-defense, alternative
birth, women and aging, and
women in athletics.

Renas supports free 'A' policy
By SHELLEY WYSONG
Guardian Staff Writer
Chairer of Student Affairs
Committee Stephen Renas said
in Thursday's meeting that he is
not opposed to the idea of
administrators receiving free
parking as a fringe benefit.
" I T ' S NO DIFFERENT anywhere else," said Renas. There
is no convenient form of public
transportation to Wright State

University
" W e ' r e forced to drive here
and forced to park here. Nobody
should get it (parking) f r e e , "
said Spetter.
Later in the meeting. Renas
told members of the committee
that he had received a phone call
asking how the Student Affairs
Committee was going to respond

Living fossils discovered
By JOHN SALTER
Guardian Staff Writer
Last month a Harvard University paleo-biologist unearthed
new evidence that may have a
significant effect on how biologists theorize that life started on
our planet.
THE DISCOVERY of what ap
peared to be fossils of single-celled organisms dating back 3.5
billion years pushes back the
dawn of life on earth an additional 1.5 billion years from what had
previously been discovered.
According to a recent article in
Time magazine, biologists now
working under grants from
NASA and the National Science
Foundation have discovered living organisms that appear to be
little changed from organisms
that lived during the first billion
years of earth's existence
THESE ORGANISMS that
have aroused such an interest in
the biological community have
been known to scientists for
years, but only recently did
University of Illinois gencticist
Carl Woese and a team of
experts discover an extrodinary
genetic characteristic thai was
distinctly different from other
plants and animals.
"Archaebacteria." the na'i«
scientists have givvP li> this
organism, is believed to be the
oldest form of life on eirth.
According to Prter H. Calcott
assistant professor of biological
sciences at Wright State, this
discovery could have far reaching
implications, and may well be the

to the proposed change in
drop/add policy by the School ot
Nursing faculty.
THE PROPOSED policy would
move the last day to drop without
a grade up to two weeks after the
beginning of the quarter, after
which time removal of classes
would be considered a withdrawal and go on the student's
transcript as a " W " for the
course. The current drop date is
the eighth week of the quarter.
Director of Student Development Joanne Risacher. pointed
out that the proposed policy
made no provisions for removal
of the current $10 fee for dropping a course. "If there's a grade
penalty the student shouldn't
Also be penalized financially,"
said Risacher.
The committee decided 10 look
further into the policy with the
Curriculum Committee.
"Free Delivery New York Subs

JANE LEAVY, editor of Wornensports. spoke on women's role
in sports and about her publication.
Today's schedule includes discussions on crimes against women. women and alcohol, teenage
pregnancy and women's reproductive health.
Representatives from Planned
Parenthood will speak at the last
two seminars, to be held in 128
Millett at 2 and 3 p.m.. respectively.
A FILM Growing L'p Female

When asked what sort of
support she expected for the
two-dav event. Romer-Jordan
said. "Last year we averaged
about 15 or 20 people per activity-some students, some faculty
and staff, and some interested
people from the community outside Wright State. We expect
about the same number this
year."

USMARINES
********
********
********
********
********'

WANT YOU
the student body of
WRK;HT STATE UNIVERSITY
To hear about some unusual career opportunities available to men and w o m e n - w h i l e they stay in school and
after they graduate Marine Corps career programs - in
data processing, telecommunications avionics finance
business management to name just a tew —are among
the best offered in or out of the military Find out all the
'acts, when we visit your camous

Today and tomorrow 10 am -3 pm
Allyn Lounge
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and instruction
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Surplus no surprise
The S2I9.027 surplus in University fuids made possible by the
last tuition hike came as no real surprise to us. And the fact that
the sum was dumped into the general fund was no surprise either.
The surplus, should be returned to the students in one form or
another. There are a number of areas of concern at Wright State in
which funds are needed for student oriented programs. The nearly
S220.000 sum is more than double the annual student activities
budget.
Increased lounge space could be provided with that money, or
perhaps concerts could once again become a part of the WSU
scenario, with names that are known. Various social and scholarly
endeavors could be financed with that sum. hut that, of course, is
up to the University community to bring up.
While we believe that the administration did not plan or forsee
the surplus, we feel that, in good faith, the administration should
return it in a form directly of use to the student body from which it
was extracted.
To routinely place all funds in excess into the general fund
cannot be looked upon with welcome. This is one case in which the
funds should have been designated as being for students in some
manner, and the need has been quite obvious for some time
Hut we do not expect the administration to spend the money as
we have suggested, as reccnt trends have shown the administration hi be cutting back and even eliminating budgets in many areas
of student activities arid services, especially lounge space.

Drop drop/add fee
Student Caucus' recent decision to take up last years' effort to
reduce drop.'add fees is welcomed, and we only wonder why it
wasn t done sooner in the quarter.
Over SI20.000 was taken in by the University last year in the
form of drop add fees. Registrar Louis falkner has stated that the
actual cost of handling drop/adds is only $2. SO. but students are
being hn up at SIO a whack.
This gross overcharge combined with the University general
fund fattening tuition increase meant an additional S300.000 for
the administration to handle as it sees fit
During these recent times, the administration has seen fit to
cut lounge space drastically, food service seating, some academic
programs, and parking spaces, already at a premium, are going to
be redu. ed soon even tSough there uren ' enough now
Caucus and students in general should make every effort to stop
handing the University mor ey which is apparently used to handle
the student body like blacks would be handled in South Africa.
True, students sit on a number of committees handling various
affairs, but wc ul! know they have no real power. The University
Jotsn 'f want st-^ients in any substantial decision making role, as
Executive Vice-President Andre * Spiegel has stated.
We can only stress 'hat students become at least somewhat
concerned enough to stop allowing themselves 'o be ripped off by
« group of administrators thai could are 1'ss about them once
they have left the Bursar s windc v. Hitting the University in the
wallet ex.ictly like tk,ry have been hitting us may get the point
across—students are dissatisfied with Wright State's services and
attitudes for them.

Francis on the beam
We all remember last winter. If anything is to be said about it, it
must be that it forced all of us :o slop taking heating and lighting
for granted.
Th>s realization seems to have been taken to heart by Robert
fronds, executive director of campus planning and development,
last week he attended a meeting in Chicago inorder to learn about
recent developments in the managing of energy systemz, (a fency
wty nf $uyint, learning about new ways in which to heat and light
the University ). The presentations seemed to have an emphasis on
the conservation of energy, especially that ured in the heating of
building t when most of the waste occurs.
fraycis it looking to the future and he ht seme ideas with
vrhitii to work.
We support his efforts enthusiastically . We hnve to. There could
k. no kfht ettbeevd of this tunnel without such efforts.

imv m OUR COUNTRY POR O
,

By Tom Vondruska—

A parking prognostication

\lf you think the current parking situation is
bad. remember. things can always get worse. J
Dear Student,
As you may have heard the next phase of
Wright Slate University's expansion is about to
gel under wa». This expansion is needed if we
are to continue lo serve Ihe Miami Valley in a
meaningful and inovalive institution.
HOWEVER, IT IS unfortunate that we must
inform you thai Ihe construction of ihe new
School of Business Administration and ihe
Executive Country Club will force us to
drastically cut back the number of "B" and
" C " spaces available lo Ihe students The
construction of the club will also necessitate the
raising of parking fees in order to pay off Ihe
bonds which * .11 be floated in order lo pay for
ii.
The fc lowing is the new parking policy
which will ike effect .A the beginning of next
quarter.
"K' lot will be converted into " B , " " C . "
" F . " and " H " spaces. Parking near the
buildings will be limited to 150 spaces for the
use of administrators and deans. " A " spaces
will be eliminated.
We realize Ihe location of all " H " spaces in
the presenl will cause a considerable problem
for handicapped students. However, the
construction of a "ski-tow r o p e " is in the
master plan and it is expected that it will
enable all handicapped students to ascend the
hill to campus in a safe manner.
THIS CHANGE WAS necessitated by the
need to locate the front nine holes of the
planned golf course without disturbing the
natural green space arras which surround our
scenic campus. For the same reason we will be
unable to expand the present " K " lot. The
back nine of the course will be constructed
taking the lot into consideration.
The new parking fees will be ss follows:
Quarterly " B " a pound of flesh, " C " one tenth
of your possible income for the year.
Annual " B " .. . your first born child, " C " one
tenth of your parent's annual income.
Annual " F " . .one pound of flesh and yoi'.r first
born child.
The seemingly high number of spaces wl.-ich
will be allocated for the use of administrators is
necessary because of the need to have parking
accessible so these people can more fully
perform their jobs. They are needed at their
desks and not in the parking lots searching for
an available space.
SINCE THERE WILL be a drastic cutback in
the number of sraces there will be a change in
our policy towards parking violations.
At the present time w» ticket offenders on
the firs; violation and tow the offender's CM on

the second violation.
Beginning on the first day of next quarter, ail
cars parked in violation of the regulations will
be burned and recycled, the owners will be
expected to pay for the cost of Iransportaiion of
Ihe vehicle to the recycling center.
Or. the second violation, the offender will be
arrested and tried by Ihe newly formed Court of
Traffic Violations. The court will consist of a
Ihrcc judge panel made up of administrators on
a rotating basis.
WHEN THE VIOLATOR cannot prove his
innocence, Ihe court will sentence the offender
lo be hung by ihe neck until dead within one
hour of conviction. Construction of a gallows is
slated to begin during Christmas break on
Founder's Quadrangle. Its design, formulated
hv ihe mebers of Art 4t.4. is expected lo
complement the surrounding buildings.
On the Ihird violation the offender will be
forced to eat three sandwiches from the Crock
Pot. All convictions may be appealed to David
Alwater. assisianl to the president. Social rank
win be one of the main considerations in
over-iurning Ihe conviction.
SINCE WE ARE adopting a moderately strict
parking policy we are suggesting you follow
this schedule in planning the time you arrive on
campus for classes.
If you presently have a " B " sticker we
suggest you plan on getting to campus at 5:30
a.m. If you have a " C " sticker we suggest
planning on arriving at 6:30 a.m We suggest
faculty members and handicapped students
find convenient places on campus to sleep
during the week.
If you arc unable to follow the above
schedule, we have the following suggestions on
easing your search for a space.
CARR> A GUN OR knife on you at all times,
this way you will be able lo abduct persons and
force them to give their spaces to you. These
weapons will also become handy in the event of
disputes over spaces. (A first-aid sta'ion is
planned to be incorporated into the Motorpool).
If you do not have access to such instruments, a jack handle or lire iron would be a
suitable substitute.
Remove the air pollution control equipment
from your engine as this increases your
horsepower. The extra horsepower will be
needed for the quick acceleration it takes to
shoot into a space before others get to it.
Anothet way to increase the speed of your
car Is a rear axle with a lower gear ratio, as this
increases your speed off the line.
WE HOPE THESE SUGGESTIONS will help
you in the coming months and that you will
have a happy future at Wright State University,
the RIGHT state university for you.
Sincerely,
PartingServkes^
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Elderly take to art
ernors Art Show in Columbus,
Ohio.
The program offers the resi"Art Kare" is the name of a_ dents of these homes a way to
program established for the pur- reach the outside world. "They
are so much in need of attenpose of allowing some nursing
tion." said Kadish. "Programs
home residents in and around the
Dayton area, the opportunity to for the elderly ere very f e w . "
Kadish has encountered resigain enjoyment by expressing
dents out of touch with reality
themselves through the medium
and has seen them .-*iake a
of art.
The program was originated 4 comeback through art expres1/2 years ago by a graduate
sion. She has also seen patients
who had lo;t dignity because of
student, Esther Kadish, here at
Wright State University. It is failing health regain their selfesteem through their work.
funded partially by the "National
WRIGHT STATE provides
Endowment for the Arts" out of
many needed manhours. Kadish
Washington, D.C.. the nursing
homes involved, and individual receives assistance from Wright
State professors Dr. Gary Barcontributions.
THERE ARE nine area nursing low, Lewis Shupe. and Virginia
Niswandcr. Students in art therahomes involved. The residents of
py donate their time at the
these homes arc supplied with
art materials and are encouraged nursing homes.
The elderly population is growto paint, weave, draw and create
any other art related objects. ing all the time and there is a
Kadish visits one nursing home a need for more elderly-related
week to deliver the supplies and programs. "It is much easier to
offer any assistance.
get programs funded for children. but the opposite is true for a
Once a year, an art show takes
place at Wright State to display program for the elderly," said
the residents works. The show Kadish An interest in art and
the recognized need for more
runs for two weeks and on the
last day a judging and reception elderly-related programs are
what made Kadish establish the
is held. Refreshments and enter
tainnrcnt are included at the program.
"Society's attitude is beginnreception and family and friends
arc invited to attend. Those ing to change and I think we are
realizing
the elderly population
residents involved each receive a
certificate of participation and just has to become a primarysome receive special awards for concern." said Kadish. Hopefultheir work. Any resident who ly. in the future we may see more
wishes mav also enter the Gov- programs geared to the elderly.
By D. DAVIS
Guardian Special Writer

TWO DA YS ONLY
MEN'S TRADITIONAL
SILADIUM® RING

ONLY $59.95
Regularly $81.50

The Daily Guardian values the opinions of its readers and
welcomes letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, doublespaced. nith a 611 letter line. All letters submitted must bear the
writer's name. We reserve the right to edit tetters for brevity and
grammar Letters should be no longer than two typewritten
pages

Final Exam Schedule
FINAL EXAMINATION PERIOD;
FIRST CLASS MEETING
J Monday. Wednesday , or Friday .

I
I 8:10
I 9:10
t

i
i
i

I

10:10
11:10
12.10
1:10
2 10
3:10

8 a.m • 10 a.m.
S a m • 10 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
10:30 .i.m. • 12:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
1 p. m. - .' p.m.
3:30 p.m. - 5:X) p.m.
3:30 p.m. - 5.30 p.m.

j Tuesday or Thursday.
3
8 a.m. - 10 a.m.
8:15
8 a.m. - 10 a.m.
9:45
I p.m. - 3 P - f •
!1:J5
l p m - 3 p.m.
1*45
i p.m. - 3 p.aj.
2:15
3:3)1
p.m.
|
F"" 1 - 5:30 rp.m.
I
|
|
I
(
I
1
|
j

Friday Dec. 2
Monday Nov. 28
Wednesday Nov. 30
Thursday Dec. 1
Friday Dec. 2
Monday. Nov. 28
Friday Dec. 2
Monday Nov. 28

j
|
|
1
j
j
j
.

Tuesday Nov. 29 |
Thursday Dec. i |
Wednesday Nov. 10 I
Tuesday Nov. 29 I
Thursday Dec. 1 I
Tuesday Nov. 29
-- j|

Evening clauses (4 p.m. - 10 p.m.) -vi!l hold final examina'ions
during the perkV. Nov. 23 through Dec. 2. 1977, Classes which
normal!; meet between 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. will have their
examinations f.-cm 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. classes which meet twice
a week will meet according to the following schedule, classes
which start between 4 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. will meet on the First
class day; others will meet on the second class day. Classes
meeting at 7 p.m. and later will have their examinations from 7:45
p.m. to 1:45 p.m. on their reguler meeting day.

J
j
|
j
|
j
|
I

I
Saturday classes will hold final examinations on Saturday, j
ti December 3 from 8 t.m. to 10 a.m.
I Final examinations will be held at the above specified times j
* based upon the first usual class meeting of the week. IE cases j
J where classes have multiple times, the first meeting in regarded as j
I
class time.
Scheduling conflicts are Jo be reaolved by the department I
J newest the beginning of the alphabet.
f Computer Science Common Examina'xms will be held Wedoes- j
• day, No*. 30. 8 a.afl. Jo 10 a.m. Chemistry Lab Common J
| E*a»niii«*k>ns will be held on W«5nes.-iay, Nov. 30, 3:30 p.m. to .
] 5:30 p.m.
,

/1RIQ1RVED

RING DAY

That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you selec t your custom-made college jewelry.
It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

place:

Lower Level
University Center

time:

10 am-3 pm
Wed Nov. 16
thru
Thurs Nov. 17
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Automotive

FOR SALE: 1971 Plymonth
i*ury 111, custom, P.B., P.S.,
air, AM-FM stereo, G.D.
tires. G.D. condition. Cell
Timothy after 5.-30. 299-/406.
11-10-4
FOR SALE. 1975 VW Rabbit
(enstom), great car. great
mileage. Call Alison at 8794871.
11
FOR SALE: 1 antique arched
top truck. Needs refinishing.
$25. Reply to mailbox C92.
11-10
FOR SALE: ' 7 1 " Maverick
Ford good transportation only
$300.00 must sell, moving.
Call Rick after 3 p.m. Friday
and all day Saturday. 11-10
iOR SALE: 1971 Yamaha 22.
electric start. Very good condition 275.00 or best offer.
372-3008. 11-10
1975 NOVA-air. ps. 6 cyl.
stick, excellent condition,
$2100. Phone 433-5533. 11-14
FOR SALE: 67 Olds Cutlass
Supreme, P.S.. P.B.. light
blue. $400 or best offer. Call
Vicki at 252-7420. 4-6 p.m.
11-10

For Sale
FOR SALE: 2 Atlas Weatherguard Snow Tires #678-14.
Good condition. Sell both for
$30. Phone 299-4909 after
5:00 p.m.
FOR SALE: 2 violins with
cases. 1 with bow. All ate in
good condition. Reply to mailbo« C92. 11-10
1970 BRUNSWICK Regulation size pool table, necessary
equipment included. Very
good shape. $175 or offer.
Contact 426-2090 or mailbox
M04> ! <-!4
COME BUY your raffle tickets
for the Bill Cosby concert
from the CGA (able Tuesday
through Friday. 10-2 pm in
the University Center. 25
cents per chance. 1114
FOR SALE: WSU Food Coupon Books, (good at all WSU
food service areas.) E*ch con!ains $54.50. Asking $20.00 or
beat iffer. Must Sell. Contact
Box B-47. 11-10

Wanted
W.S.U. ALUMNUS wPiiid like
to find intellegcn'. outgoing,
attractive girl to date, i am
5 ' S " . 145 lb., fairlv good
looking. fl.S. in Biology, am
now in business. I enjoy most
everything from sailing to
racictball. Call 866-3152. 9:30
p m. to 11:00 p.m. 11-10-2
NEEDED: Garage to rent for
month of December for small
truck. Call Steve U 87<*-0I87.
11-10
WANTED: Kitten for my sister. Preferable a white female. Box K695. 11-14
RIDE NEEDED: to South
Western Midi. (Kalamazoo)
by Friday. Wffl share expense s Contact al mailbox Ti74 or
299-<K<M Kyan. 11-10
Certified, experienced teacher
will tutor any subject, grades
1-9. Reetonablc. Please eel!
426 1240 ot place note in
mailbox M20S, 11-16-2

HEY ZETAS! Thanks for Sun
day night. We enjoyed it.
Let's get together and
" t h u m p " some more soon!
Love Phi Mu. 11-14

2Jl|e Satin (Suarbian

Classified Ad:

Lost & Found
LOST AND FOUND: If you
lost some money on Tuesday
leave a note in Bo« 0333.
11-10
LOST AND FOUND: One tohaggan hot. To claim, either
state colors or where lost.
Contact Sandy at C60 Allyn
Mialbox. 11-10
LOST AND FOUND: Lost;
Green. 4 subject spiral notebook. If found, return to
mailbox F.109. 1 need it desperately. 11-10
LOST AND FOUND: LostEGR321-signals in linear circuits. Lost 11/2. If you know
of where a bouts, please contact Terry at 252-2403 or put
note in G684. 11-10

Housing
Roomate needed to share
house with 3 other students.
Male or female. 15 min. from
school in Dayton. Private
room, washer and dryer, pool
table, utilities included. $80
monthly. See Tom 052 BH.
,ext 3019 at WSU. 278-7601 at
home.
MALE OR FEMALE roomate
wanted to share condominium
in Rona Village Fairborn.
Must be responsible. Call
878-9906 or reply via mailbox
0466. 11-14
WANTED: Responsible, studious; full-time college girl to
share Beavercreek home with
WSU female graduate student. Quiet study-time guar
anteed! Plant-lovers welcome!
Extras: Fireplace, garage, private room. Hc-nt $75/month
pius Vi utilities. $50 refundable deposit. Immediate Occupancy! After 5, 426-141 r
11-11
HEMA >: ROOMATE wanted
to share apartment located
closv to WSU. Anyone interested jilease reply as soon ?s
possible Must be ready to
move in by beginning o f
winter quarter. Call 878-0619
or leave note in mailbox i'PS.
11-14
20 YP. OLD vVright State
student and hi* two intelligent
dogs need a place to live.
Dogs are housetrained and
good tempered. Leave note in
jW33 or call 276-4458 and
leave message 11-10

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED: Teacnrr-afterooons. Evergreen children's Center. Call Jill at
426-6674: 11-10-5
HELP WANTED: Driver
needed part time for handicapped worker. 2 hoars per
day during swing shifts. Must
have own cat . Salary open, b
the vicinity of Ncedtnore or
Westown. Call Joan at 2686931 anytime. 11-10

HELP WANTED: Bas, piayer,
Drummer looking for other
musicians for progressive
jazz-rock band. Call Mike at
293-3967 or reply in H625.
11-10

Miscellaneous
CHRISTMAS IS COMING!
Cards hand addressed at
minimal cost. Quantity unlimited. Contact Carol at 2537658. 11-14
Meeting Thursday Nov. 17,
1977. Time *10:00 for Boxing
Club Meeting. Place: upstairs
from Rathskellar. UniverStf
Center Lounge.
BREAKOUT with *its. No.
Nc. Breakout this Friday at
8:30 Nov. IS in the cafeteria.
Music by Spectrum and beer
by the kegs. 11-14
IT WAS a dark and stormy
night...suddenly shots rang
out...a woman's scream could
be heard in the distance, .but
they stood motionless in the
meHow as a soft rain fell and
the wind carrying an eerie
chill whistled through their
group...excerpts from " P h i
Kappa Tau-The beginnings of
a fraternity" Copyright 1906.
11-10
PARTY FRIDAY Nov. 18 in
the cafeteria. Spectrum will
be playing there. It starts at
8:30 and goes until you pass
out. 11-14
IT' MARD1 GRAS time again.
The Rugby team is travelling
to New O-leans and would like
to invite anyone from the
WSU Community to come
along. Get in touch with Dan
or Dave in the Rat or mailbox
N251. 11-14
HEY MEN, want to get rid of
some pent up anxiety? Tension? Aggression! Don't best
up your woman, man! Join
t h - WSU Boxing Club! Call
Gary at 879-1595 or Mike at
845-3240 for further information. 1! 10

Help w a n t e d
you would like to increase
your income, and also work in
a young and pleasant environment. come and see us about
a position at the Soar's Head
Restaurant. We are presently
looking for applicants immediately to fill a number of full
and part time po-ifons (and
you may be the right person
for the job.) We are located in
Trotwood. fight across the
street from the Salem Mall.
Interviews held Mon-Fri from
2-4 p.m.
The Boar's Head, a nice
place to work

a a a s •HttoH

Personals
JAMIE: Life is great-just
don't be so down. You know
we love you! And we care.
Love Dee & Andy. 11-10
BRUCE 4 DAN: Thank's for
the super time on the front
porch 11-5-77. Lets do it again
sometime soon. Dee & Andrea. 11-10
TO SHERRY Arneft: Hi! Have
a nice day! Remember your
pledge secret sis is watching
-you! 11-10
MADAME X. Meme si votre
francais n'est pas tres bon, de
toute facon. je t'aime. J'attends notre rende/.-vous aussi
avec impatience. PS Je ne
vendrai pas "les negatives."
Je les presenter*! a mes superieurs au Moscov. Monsieur
Y. 11-10
TO: Lawrence D. Buttlewerth
Jr. Keep smiling because
we're watching. Have a nice
day. Your Secret Admirer and
Agents.
HEY Pi Kapps! Thanks for a
great party Saturday night!
Let's do it again. Love, the
ladies of Phi Mu. 11-10
HEY PHI Mu pledges! Who
loves va ladies?? 11-10
BREAKOUT. Come and
dance or drown What the
hell, do both Friday, Nov. 18
at 8.30 in our own cafeteria.
Music by the live band Spec
trum; good thing we didn't
buy r. dead band, eh? 11 14
Bill and Mark: The ladies of
Kappa Delta Chi say thanks
lots for helping us with our
problem! Thanks to you. our
music was great! Thanks, the
sisters of Kappa Delta Chi.

THE 1977 Delta Zeta Pledge
class would like to announce
the winner of their Beach
Boys raffle. The winner is Pat
McKean of the Pi Kappa..fraternity. Congratulations Pat!!!
11-10-1
1 WOULD like to thank all the
people who voted for me
during the Kappa Sweetheart
campaign. 1 am sure all the
needy kids who will benefit
from your generosity will
thank you. too. Steve. Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity. 11-10
To the Men of SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: Thanks for a great
party Saturday night! You are
all good singers & well coordinated (when it comes to the
Zeta Cuddle Bunny kick-line!)
The. (adies of ZETA TAU
ALPHA.
Hey, thanks to everybody who
supported us in our sweetheart campaign Thanks to
you it was a big success! The
sisters of Kappa Delta Chi.

TO THE IOTA Pledge: Class
or Phi Kappa Tau fraternityC'mon little Bro's. let's get
active! We need men like you
in our brotherhood! The Fall
quarter activation liberation
front sponsored this here ad.
11-10
TO THE best fraternity on
campus (and 1 won't print any
names): Where the hell are
your priorities?! To have a
100/Turnout at our parties
and football games is great,
but if we can't get enough
brothers at our meetings to
even have a quorum, how are
we ever gonna get anything
accomplished? Let's «'-t it
together. Men!-A concerned
brother. 11-10
DEAR PHI Kappa: Thanks for
the wonderful party on 11-577. Love in our bond the Phi
Class of 77. !1-10

CONGP.ATULATIONS Tammy. Jamie. Dee. Terri and
Catiiy on pledging Phi Mu!
Welcome to our bond. Lovi
your Phi Mu sisters. 11-14

Pi Kappa Phi Water Pols
Team! Congratulations on
your FANTASTIC victory last
Friday night. It was well
worth the entire season! 11-16

WATCH THIS space for details of the Phi Kappa Tau
Fraternity end of fell quarter
' Tiet down and get c r a i y "
Sadie Hawkins dance. If you
want to shake off those "nasty
finals blues." you'll want to
come and consume mass
quantities of our patented
"Kickapoo Joy Juice" while
dancing to a unique blend of
"Ozark-Kisco"??-Watch this
space! 11-10

THE SISTERS of Delta Zeta
sotority want to thank the
men of Pi Kappa Phi for a
great party last Friday night.
You guys sure know how to
party!! 11-14

SHARON: Have a nice day
and keep up the AXD spirit!
Xi Love. Your Big Sis. 11-10
THANKS to everybody who
came to the Phi Kappa Tau
bake sale on Thurs. Nov, 10.
We ail hope you enjoyed the
vaiioU3 delicacies, especially
the bread and pastries. And to
that foxy brunette that talked
to us but wouldn't buy anything (even though we heard
you do like cupcakes) why
don't you get in contact with
us again..you're nice! 11-14

TO THE Delta Zeta pledges:
Your're the best! From the
brothers of Phi Kappa TauP.S. Humma Humma! 10-11
THE SISTERS of Delta Zeta
sorority would like to thank
the men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
for the great party and canned
goods drive last Thursday
night. We'll have to do it
again real soon!! 11-14

] The" oZlvTGUARDIAN"!
I classified ad section la a free I
I service u> student* of Wrlgbt|
I State. The charge for Ton-slu l
I dents Is ten cents a word perl
j Insertion. Free classified ads'
.will appear twice, and paldj
-ada will be ran a« uften as!
jjWi£nated_bj_the_»(Ke£ilsf(. |
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I never miss a beat' says Lofgren in ' Night'

METCA1.F
By R. L. METCALF
Guardian Fesliir«- Writer
" I ' m not Bob Dylan, but I
never miss a b e a t . " says Nils
Lofgren in the lyrics of / Came to
Dance. The line aptly characterizes the music on Lofgren's new
double live set. Might After
Night.
Most of the songs on the
album follow a formula: two or
three verses, followed by some
excellent extended instrumental
solos, topped off with a final
verse or chorus. Most of the
songs are rockers, though there
is an occasional exception in the
form of a ballad.
The album opens with a very
short (less tlian one minute! ditty
called Take You to the Movies.
His ad lib of "gonna take you to
see Star Wars" gets cheers and
screams from the audience, of
course. Movies segues into Back
It Up. which displays Lofgren's
proficiency on guitar.
THE NEXT tune is Keith Don 't
Go \Ode to the Bhmmer Twin]. It
is a tribute of Keith Richard,
warning " K e i t h don't go...to
Toronto." The guitar, driving
piano by Patrick Henderson, and
strong backing vocals make it a
powerful song.
Like Rain is a lovely ballad
with beautifully vulnerable vocals
by Lofgren. Oddly enough, it
features some of the hottest
guitar work on the album, ol the
sort which gave Lofgren his
underground cult reputation as a
powerful rocker.
A more recent classic is Cry
Tough, another of Lofgren\ anthems to rock and roll's appeal to
the feet. He characterizes himself as a victim of "dancing
f e v e r . " encouraged by "crazy
Dr. Feelgood."
GOIN' BACK starts out as a
Paul Simonc.squc ballad, with
Lofgren trading his electric guilar for the piano. He soon
displays his versatility on the
keyboard, leaving behind balladry for a long toe-iapping solo.
His adept performance makes it
easy to see why Neil Young
ciiose Nils to play piano on bis
classic After the Gold Hush lp.
Most of the other songs on ihe

1„ demonstrate u;.
lp
his admiration
for Keith Richard's style of
guitar playing in the tradition of
Chuck Berry: straight-forward
rock and roll. You're the Weight.
Goin South. Beggars Day and
others are written primarily for
the feet.
The main difference between
these and disco, though, is that
Lofgren's lyrics are simple yet

.not
. . mindless.
. . . . . He often writes
about classic 'hemes of early rock
and roll-love and rock and roll
music itself, for example.
LOFGREN'S MUSICIANSHIP
is impeccable, his singing style
understated. His backing band,
which is excellent, consists of
Tom Lofgren also on guitar, and
on organ and backing vocals;
Wornell "Sonic Prince" Jones on

bass, timbles. and background
vocals; David Plavshon on drums
and percussion: and Rev. Patrick
Henderson on piano, organ and
backing vocals. They complement Lofgren's particular brand
of music quite well.
The albam ends with a superb
version of the title track of
Lofgren's previous album. /
Came to Dance. It serves to

summarize his phuaiophy ot roc*
and roll, and to summarize his
live performance ai captured on
this album. If " i t ' s a rhythm
romance" you're "having with
[your] feet," do them a favor and
listen to Nils Lofgren's Night
After Night.
tSpecial thanks to tnt Forest
Records Books & Tapes for loar
of the album.)

Theatre maior wins Bob Hope talent test
By DAVID MIX
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State theatre major
Ray Harris won the area Bob
Hope Talent Search held November 5 at Hiram College. He will
now go to the national contest in
New Orleans.
HARRIS DID a modern dance
routine to the song Tornado from
the Wiz album. It was originally
choreographed for two people. "I
had to adapt it for one person."
Harris said that he and a
woman had performed the dance
last summer at Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland.
Harris became interested in

230 Xenia Ave.
Yellow
Springs
Ray Harris

Dayton falling in CAC
By ROBERT FISHER
Guard'an Staff Writer
The Creative Arts Center will
soon be housing artist Dennis
Oppenheimer's latest display.
The creation, according to Oppenheimcr. is a "multi thematic
installation about Dayton, Dayton
Falling that is."
THE NEW YORK based artist
stated that he hopes to have the'
display operating by Friday. November 18.
"1 have been thinking about it
for several weeks," Oppenheimer said. "It's about Dayton falling and falling in general, or
Free Delivery

dance training one summer while acts, they (Che judges) could have
he was attending Oakland Univ- sent everyone." Harris was the
ersity in Rochester. Michigan. "I only one selected to go to the
would hang around the dance Nationals from Hiram.
studio and watch other people
ORIGINALLY, WSU was supdance. Then. I started doing it." posed to have its own contest but
HARRIS HAS been tsaining for only two people entered. The
a year and two months.
contest was sponsored by the
Harris competed with nine University Center Board.
other acts. "Thirteen winners
After graduation. Harris plans
could have been selected." he to go to New York to become a
said. "Since there were only 10 professional performer.
1SSSSS
lues-Sal
lunch 11:30-2:00
Dinner 6-9:30
Sandwiches and
Dessert
10:00 pm-2:00 a n
Bar open all day
11:30 am-2:30 am

maybe the fears of falling."
He also said the soundtrack of 1
a waterfall will be broadcast
through two electrical towers.
OPPENHEIMER, who shows
his artwork all over the world,
recently returned from a she* in !
Iran.
"It's my piece and it was my >i
. "ca. but it wasn't my idea to ]
come here. It was the Creative ]
Arts people." he said, "though
it's been very pleasing for ine to |
be here."
Oppenhcimer invited interested persons to assist him in the i
Creative Arts Center.

767-1144

Nov. 16 10 pm and MidnightExperimental
films by Jud Yalkut: Aquarian Rushes
Woodstock Fikn, Chinacat Sunflower
Nov. 18 & 19 Cal Collins be-jazz-bop
10:30 pm-2:30 am
The Winds Cafe features
inspired and delicious homestyle gourmet and international whole foods, served
daily lunch and dinner, plus
live entertainment at The
Winds Nite Club: jazz, bluegrass. folk, classical music,
theatre and films.

New York Subs

Stwpii

RIRieD/WE
-WdDDDUR/
(Qy\P/W
Tuesday, November 22 8 pm Victory Theatre
S3.(X) WSU community S2.50 Sl.OOStudents
Tickers available at Hollow Tree, Univ. Center
Student rush tickets avai'able
at the door at 7:45 pm, Si.OO

IN STEP WITH YOU
Dayton's perennial number one disco gives you
the biggest place, the finest sound system and
dance floor - plus your favorite games.

EVERY NIGHT IS SPECIAL
After 3 PM call 176-5231 and find
out what ts happening tonight!

liiK S H E
'•i* t

NIGHT CLUB

I f , M fUtk* I'i ' •'J on NitfiK M^iti Strict,. .
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Symposium stimulates third world concern
By DANIEL PICKREL
Gaanttaa Staff Writer

"We should start thinking in
terms of bring global citizens,"
suggested Saul Mendoloviti in
his speech at the New International Economic Order (NIEO)
Symposium which was held here
last Saturday.
Mendolvitz. the director of the
Institute for World Order, keynote address was "Values for a
Just World."
If we think of ourselves as
global citizei.s we will recognize

participants attended. The workshop dealth with everything from
"Corporate Accountability to
Women in Global Economic Development' to "World Food Problems.'

our responsibilities to the third
world and the deprived minorities around us.
With that thought in mind the
conference explained the goals of
NIEO: I) better t e r m i for the
third world in trading 2) more
control over multinational corporations by the third world 3)
more equitable foreign aid 4)
technological eichange between
the thild world and technological
advanced countries.

In Coipcrite Accountability to
Women fa Global Economic the
filmstrip " B o t t l e B a b y " was
shown. Professor Harriet Miller,
resource person said the documentary film that shows the
effects of bottle feeding versus
breast feeding in an environment
that has a lack of sanitary

There were also ten workshops
that the two hundred and fifty

facilities.

A multinational corporation
pushes formula feeding in its
advertisement without consideration of what it is going to do to
the consumer.
In another workshop: economic
& Social Consequences of the
Arm Race, according to Ms.
Henderson, the discussion was
about the burdens that the arms
race was placing on the world.
They also talked about the 350
billion dollar spent on arms. 70
percent is the U . S . ' s and the

USSR's money, and a!i the possible alternative* that the money
could be used for. The purpose
of the lecture and the workshops
were to 1) stimulate interest in
the United Nations debate on the
NIEO in the Midwest 2) educate
people about the relation between NIEO to their daily lives
3) provide an educated citizenery
that can effect our domestic and
foreign policy as it relates to the
NIEO and 4) stimulate interest
and discussion in university communities in the issues related to
peace and global justice.

Bednarski says CBS is a desperate conservative
By MIRIAM UEGH ELROD
Guardian Staff Writer

Arriving a half hour late. TV
Columnist for the Journal Herald
P.J. Bednarski apologized and
began his talk on broadcast news
to the Intro to Broadcasting class
and others last Thursday.
Bednarski discussed the differences between the three networks" programming styles and
the news styles. He said that
ABC is the most popular right
now and the most willing to take
chances cn its shows.
He said that CBS is the most

considering expanding their
news shows so that more could
be covered and in depth, but the
local stations objected. If that
came about, the local stations
would lose money.
BEDNARSKI SAID that channels 7 and 2 are becoming more
competitive, now that 2 is capable of broadcasting to a larger
audience. He said that even
though 7 has more money than 2,
tiie latter could analyze 7's weaknesses and capitalize on them.
After about a half an hour, the

• conservative and the most desperate of the three, while NBC is
in the middle of the road.
TV AND RADIO news are
limited because they can only
present a few stories and little
in-depth reporting, according to
Bednarski. The people who compile the news for the mechanical
media have to pay a lot of
attention to what stories are
relevant to the audience, because
the audience can't pick and
choose the stories they want to
sec and hear iike when they read
a newspaper.
He said the networks were

At the University Center Board
(UCB) meeting Thursday, it was
decided that the Paloe Cruise
Concert, planned for Dec. 4, will
not be held because Queen will
be at the University of Dayton
Arena on the same night.
Another item that was discussed at the meeting was the Hollow
Tree's " s u p e r s a l e " that is
upcoming, featuring a IS percent discount of gift items and
Christmas gifts.
Mary Little. UCB member,
explained that the Hollow Tree
v.-ill be selling chances for Christmas gifts that will be under their
Christmas tree. The drawings
will be on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Another major event that UCB
is aiso working on is the Madriga
-inner Hie dinner vill include
wassail, roast beef, baked app'r,
peas and onions, plum pudding.

WHEN A STUDENT asked for
his credentials, Bednarski replied
that he was a journalism student

at Ohio University and that he
has become a semi expert on TV
by " l e a r n i n g by doing and by
reading books on the subject."
Bednarski has been writing his
TV column since May 1975. He
said. "I'm a memo writer. I am
always writing suggestions to the
paper. I suggested that they have
a TV column but I didn't ask to
do the c o l u m n . " He said they
gave it to him because, for some
odd reason, he seemed to be
interested.

Veterans Affairs hires compliance man

UCB cancels Cruise
By DANIEL PICKREL
Guardian S«aff Writer

floor was opened to the class for
questions. Bednarski was asked
what he thought of the Zamora
murder case in Florida. He replied. "There is a possibility that
there could be. and probably are.
people out there who could be
that influenced by TV. I don't
think that it is something that
could happen to 59 to 60 percent
of the people who watch TV."

A new job has been created by
the office of Veteran's Affairs to
keep Ihe records current so that
the funds coming will be up to
date.
David Hill, a computer engineering major at Wright State, has
been named compliance specialist and began his duties November 14.
VETERANS' AFFAIRS Direct-

and Yorkshire pudding. The dinner will be held Friday and
Saturday. December 2 and 1. at 8
p.m. in the University Center
Cafeteria.
The entertainment lineup for
the dinner will include the
Wright State Chamber Singers, a
dance ensemble, a brass choir,
and a Chaucer skit to be performed by members of the Music. English. Dance, and Theatre
Departments.
Tickets will be sold at the
Hollow Tree from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. daily. The costs will be
SS.50 for students. $7.50 for
faculty staff, and $8 general
admission.
Among ihe other items that
were discussed were ihe agreement of Mr. Donut to provide
donuts for the f r e t coffee and
donuts stand that UCB will be
providing the week of finals, and
the signing of Edmunds and
Curley
perform at May Daze
for a negotiable fe= of J1090.

or Darrell Carter said Hill was
hired because his "capabilities
and talents best fit the job
description." Eight people had
applied for the position.
Hill, who has worked at the
Office for one and a half years, is
" t r y i n g to convert the whole
operation to c o m p u t e r s . " Hill
also coordinated the office and all
the paper work.
~

THE OFFICE OF Veterans
Affairs has to report the changes
in the classes at WSU to Veterans' Administration within 30
days so the payment can be
adjusted, therefore, in order to
keep track of the changes, the
position was created.
A compliance group from the
VA comes occasionally to check
J
the records. *

The Faculty Lounge
Is Also Open
To Students

^NOVEMBER 18&19

open 2—8pm
happy hour 4:30-5:30 drinks half price
University Food Services
Faculty Lounge located in upper level University Center

torn th«
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